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what is UTS:CIC?
University of Technology Sydney -
Connected Intelligence Centre
§ UTS innovation lab specialising in 

Learning Analytics
§ provides in house data science 

consultancy
§ academics teach data science 

and perform research
§ trains PhD students in Learning 

Analytics

2 Buckingham Shum, S., & Mckay, T. (2018). Architecting for Learning Analytics: Innovating for Sustainable Impact. Educause 
Review, 53(2), 25-37. 



what is learning analytics? (LA)

Learning analytics is the measurement, collection, analysis 
and reporting of data about learners and their contexts, for 
purposes of understanding and optimising learning and the 
environments in which it occurs

SoLAR definition   

3



traditionally EdTech has focused upon 
providing analytics within the confines 
of specific systems built by vendors… 

(e.g. LMSs, eBooks, SIS) 

4



but learning happens everywhere!
5
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and 
learning 
occurs 
over a 
lifetime!6



so how can we 
help our learners 
to succeed?

7
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especially in the light of  the 
fourth industrial revolution!



but first!
what type of learning 
are we talking about?

are students acquiring: 
content and skills?

or
learning to learn?

9



content and skills are well suited to adaptive 
learning and intelligent tutoring systems

10



but in an age of workforce 
disruption content and skills will 

quickly become outdated!

11



so how can we 
use LA to help people 

learn how to learn… for a lifetime?12



my approach: student facing LA

13
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a “go look at it” approach tends to fail
§ students don’t apply knowledge
§ limited reflection
§ often blindly believe LA instead of 

questioning it and reinterpreting
§ and it can be hard to use (Learning 

Design is essential!)



example 1: learning to write

15



feedback – reflective writing

16



LA must be linked to the pedagogical purpose!

reflective writing

Gibson, A., Aitken, A., Sándor, Á., Buckingham Shum, S., 
Tsingos-Lucas, C., & Knight, S. (2017, March). Reflective 
writing analytics for actionable feedback. In Proceedings 
of the Seventh International Learning Analytics & 
Knowledge Conference (pp. 153-162).

research writing (CARS model)
Move 1 – Establishing a research territory:

E – Emphasis of a significant or important idea 
B – Background information and reviewing previous work

Move 2 – Establishing a niche: 
C – Contrasting idea, tension, disagreement or critical insight
Q – Question or gap in previous knowledge

Move 3 – Occupying the niche
N – Novelty and value of your research
S – Summary of the authors goal, nature of the research or 
structure of the paper

Abel, S.,  Kitto, K., Knight, S., Buckingham Shum, S. (2018). 
Designing personalised, automated feedback to develop 
students’ research writing skills. In Proceedings ASCILITE 2018. 
In Press.

17 See www.heta.io for more details



feedback – reflective writing

18



feedback – research writing

19



example 2: 
learning to open 

the black box

20



21

active learning squared (AL2)

a learning design we are starting to use:

the student trains the classifier...
...while it is training the student… 

Kirsty Kitto, Mandy Lupton, Kate Davis, and Zak Waters. 2017. Designing for student-facing learning analytics. 
Australian Journal of Educational Technology, 33, 5 (2017), 152–168.



cognitive presence

https://plus.google.com/u/0/+StefanPSchmid/posts/4wrUbFzFwpJ

“extent to which the participants in any particular 
configuration of a community of inquiry are able to 
construct meaning through sustained communication.” 

Triggering

Exploration

Integration

Resolution
Garrison, Anderson, Archer (2001) Critical thinking, cognitive presence, 
and computer conferencing in distance education. American journal of 
distance education, 15(1):7–23 



Kovanović, Joksimović, Waters, Gašević, Kitto, Hatala, Siemens (2016). 
Towards automated content analysis of discussion transcripts: a cognitive 
presence case. In Proceedings of the Sixth International Conference on 
Learning Analytics & Knowledge (LAK '16). ACM, New York, NY, USA, 15-24. 

we can use machine 
learning to classify 
discussion forum text 
using this construct
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cognitive dissonance provides a 
teachable moment… the open learner 
model helps people learn how to learn!

Bull, S., & Kay, J. (2010). Open learner models. In Advances in 
intelligent tutoring systems (pp. 301-322). Springer, Berlin, Heidelberg.



example 3: 
personalised 

messaging 
to students 

based on 
activity in 

class 



weekly personalised feedback to 800+ students 
(Acknowledgement: Jurgen Schulte, UTS Science)



rapid, personalised feedback at scale to students 
(developed by Jurgen Schulte, UTS Science)



scaling up via Australian national funding…



32http://ontasklearning.org



example 4: navigating workforce transition

33



qualifications frameworks are too broad

34 https://www.aqf.edu.au/



datasets exist that provide sophisticated mappings

35



a prototype tool

36



so can we use this to help people identify new 
opportunities when they are returning to university? 

37
in progress!



but that requires an ecosystem of tools!

38

data interoperability and portability are 
essential in a lifetime of learning!



learning to 
learn is a long 

and winding 
road

39



one that is fraught 
with peril if we are 

too naive!
40
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in summary

what I have learned… and often wish that EdTech would too:
● learning happens everywhere – so we need to enable that 
● learning happens over a lifetime – so over many systems!
● we must establish the type of learning we are hoping to enable
● we must focus on solving actual problems! 
● data interoperability and portability are essential!
● technology alone is never enough



Questions?

utscic.edu.au


